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Body: Background: Various guidelines have described the optimal positions for transbronchial sampling
from lymph node stations. The variability in expert opinion for these positions is unknown. Objective: To
describe the interobserver variability in the assumed optimal position for transbronchial needle aspiration
(TBNA) from lymph node station 4,7,10 and 11. Methods: Four physicians with large experience in TBNA
were shown six bronchoscopy pictures and asked to describe the optimal positions for TBNA. The
physicians marked an area for the assumed best position for different lymph node stations. A mean
diameter was calculated for each area. The mean diameter represented the intraobserver spread for each
expert in the lymph node station. The distance to an average X and Y-coordinate defined the interobserver
variation. Results: The mean diameter that represented the average spread was 1.14 cm (95% confidence
interval: 0.91-1.38 cm). Lymph node station 11L had an average intraobserver diameter below the 95%
confidence interval. The average intraobserver diameter in lymph node station 4R and 10L were above the
95% confidence interval. The median interobserver distance was 0.64 cm (interquartiles range 0.17-1.04
cm). Lymph node station 7L had a mean interobserver distance smaller than the 25% quartile, lymph node
station 10R and 10L had an interobserver distance larger than the 75% quartile. Conclusions: The
intraobserver spread was large in station 4R and 10L, the interobserver variation was large in 10R and 10L
compared to the other lymph node stations that were examinated.
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